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Abstract 

 

 The industry of Private military companies has been one of the most progressive 

sectors within the frame of the global economy in the last years. The phenomenon is quite 

recent, when the roots of modern military companies range on the end of the 80´s. The fall of 

the Bi-polar competing has opened a wide range of possibilities for military companies. The 

demise of over-numerated armies has created a skilled work force of former soldiers. On the 

other hand, conflicts and instability persisted in the world periphery. 

Early years of the market were connected with South African firm Executive Outcomes. 

However EO had became famous until its dissolution, massive concern of both scholars and politicians 

has come when Coalition forces entered Iraq in 2003. Wide range of activities has been offered 

to private sector: from logistic and maintenance, to guarding and personal protective services. 

There are 180 000 contractor in the country today. In the rough 20 000 to 30 00 of them should 

be described as “real soldiers” without uniform. Extension of private activities in Iraq and its 

consequences has led to the “publicity” of the problem. The problem has obtained wide 

attention from academics as well as decision makers. 

The goal of the submitted thesis lies in the exploration of PMC´s ability to be an 

instrument of geopolitics (of the national state). To execute our goal, we examine the current 

geopolitical environment with emphasis on the main – post bipolar – changes. Important part 

of the description of the new geopolitical and geostrategical reality is the evaluation of the 

changes of the military power. The proper analysis of the PMC´s tries to give same basic 

definitions and delimitations of the phenomenon. Comparison of the PMC and regular army 

represent a crucial point in the seeking of the Thesis goal. From this comparison are derived 

basic models of rational using of the industry. The following parts of the thesis seek to examine 

whether these models are present in reality, throw the examination of several case studies of 

contracts. 

From the obtained results it is possible to claim, that existence of PMC´s depends on 

the good will of the state. Second, the basic prerequisite of effectiveness of the PMC´s is often 

over crossed, to claim that PMC´s are nothing more than effective instrument in the hand of 

national policy. The corruption, mismanagement and others are some of the factual limits of 

effective instrumentalization of private military companies.  


